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[4.7]
(a) The relevant equation is:
sinθinc + sinθrefl = mλx/d

or
sinθrefl = mλx/d - sinθinc

With fixed θinc, the derivative is calculated via:

dsinθrefl /dθrefl = cosθrefl = (m/d)dλx/dθrefl

Thus,
dθrefl/dλx = m/(dcosθrefl ),

a quantity which is larger for higher order m, smaller line spacing 
d, or larger reflection angle θrefl .

(b) The geometry is as introduced in lecture:

First use the grating equation to determine θrefl .,
with parameters of d = 1/1200 mm = 8.33 x 10-4 mm = 8.33 x 10-7 m,
θinc = 1.9º, λx = 12,398/500 Å = 24.8 Å = 2.48 x 10-9 m, and assuming 
first-order reflection so m = 1, we have:
sinθrefl = mλx/d - sinθinc = 1(2.48x10-9)/8.33x10-7- sin(1.9º) = 0.0029-
0.033 = -0.030, or θrefl = 1.7º.  (cont’d)
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So this is nearly specular reflection, and the reflectivity is high 
for soft x-rays, another important consideration in the design.

Thus also, 
dθrefl/dλx = m/(dcosθrefl ) = 1/(8.33 x 10-7 m)cos(1.7º) 
= 1.2 x 106 radians/m = 1.2 x 103 radians/mm

The change in wavelength for 0.1% energy resolution is from 
say 500 eV to 500.5 eV or from 24.796 Å to 24.771 and thus Δλx
= 0.025 Å = 2.5 x 10-9 mm, so Δθrefl = (1.2x103)x(2.5x10-9) = 3.0 x 
10-6 radians

From the geometry above, the distance of the detector from the 
center of the grating is L = 2Rrcos(88.3º) = 2(5.0m)(0.029) = 
0.296 m = 296 mm.

Thus, the distance between two points separated by Δλx at the 
detector will be (3.0x10-6)(296) = 8.88 x 10-4 mm = 8.88 x 10-7 m = 
88.8 microns.  So we would need resolution in the detector 
about 1/10th of this or about 9 microns to adequately resolve 
this change in energy.

Reorienting the detector so that the light hits at a grazing 
incidence angle of 5º (see above left) simply increases the 
spacing of the detector channels as 1/(sinθdet) = 11.5, so we 
could relax the detector resolution to about 100 microns.

Rr= 5.0 m

Grating
1.7º

L88.3º Detector
5.0º
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5.1 (a) 

Binding energies: 

3d = M4,M5 = 374,368 

3p = M2,M3 = 604,573 

3s = M1 = 719 

2p3/2 = L3 3351 

2p1/2 = L2 3524 

2s = L1 3806 

3000 4000 
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5.1 (a) (cont’d) 

Yes, increases in beta over 2500-5000 eV are associated 

with turning on the absorption of the various levels in the 

n = 2 or L shell. 

 

From binding energies for Ag L shell (see prior page), we 

see that three are needed, and three steps are seen in 

beta.  Therefore, spin-orbit is included in this range of the 

tabulation of index of refraction. 

 

(b) From the first plot on the prior page, the critical angle 

in this regime should be about sqrt(2delta)1/2 in radians, 

or with delta  2.5x10-4 over the n = 3 absorption edges, 

this gives 0.223 radians or 0.0223(360/2) = 0.0223(57.3 

deg./radian) =  1.3 deg.  Plot below shows R  0.4 at this 

angle. 

 

Critical angle 
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5.1 (c) 

Doesn’t follow sin 

theta from critical 

angle down, or even 

over a higher angle 

range  

Critical 

 angle 
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[5.4] 
 
(a) The electron configuration of Ga is 3d104s24p1.  The 3d electrons are really core electrons, 
and the 4s and 4p occupation is like Ga’s chemical relative Al with 3s23p1.  Not surprisingly, 
then, all of the bands above -5.0 eV are free-electron like, with splittings here and there due 
to the crystal potential, as in the nearly-free-electron model (e.g. Ashcroft and Mermin, pp. 
152-173). 
 
(b) These flat bands are the highly-localized, nearly-dispersionless, 3d bands of these core-
like electrons.  Checking the X-Ray Data Book for binding energy shows a Fermi-referenced 
3d binding energy of 18.7 eV.  The Fermi-referenced binding energy of these flat bands is 
8.0 + 6.8 = 14.8 eV, in good enough agreement with the tabulated value. 
 
(c) With a work function of 4.0 eV (lecture slide) or 4.2 eV (from J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 10 
(1998) 10815), the inner potential is from the bottom of the free-electron bands at -5.0 eV to 
the Fermi level, an energy of 5.0 +6.8, plus the work function of 4.2, to give V0 = 16 eV. 
 

 

Gallium band structure

Fermi energy

Gallium band structureGallium band structure

Fermi energy

V0

φGa = 4.2 eV 

F
bE (Ga3d )

Nearly-
free 
electron 

Core-like 
3d 
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[5.9.]
(a) Average no. electrons for Fe and Cu is (11+8 )/2 = 9.5, but SESSA 
requires integers, so could use 9.0 or 10.0.  I’ll use 10 for the mixed 
layers.

Average atomic density is (8.50+8.45)/2 x 1022 = 8.48 x 1022.

Building up the sample from Cu substrate plus ten layers of Fe+Cu
from /Fe10/Cu90/ to /Fe20/Cu80/ to /Fe30/Cu70/,....to /Fe/ yields finally 
a screen shot of:

The source is just the default AlKα in the program, as shown in the 
screen shot on the next page.
.
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The geometry is as shown below:



The spectrometer is defined as below:

The result of the simulation is then:

Cu 2s

Cu 2p

Fe 2s

Fe 2p

Fe LMM
Augers Cu LMM

Augers

Cu 3s
Cu 3p

Fe3s Fe3p

Emission 5o off normal



With blown up region as:

Cu 3s

Cu 3p

Fe 3s

Fe 3p

Changing only the takeoff angle to now be 85 deg.off normal = 5 degree takeoff angle dramatically 
enhances all Fe features:

Cu 2s

Cu 2p

Fe 2s

Fe 2p

Fe LMM
Augers Cu LMM

Augers

Cu 3s Cu 3p
Fe3s

Fe3p

Emission 85o off normal



(b)  Calculating Cu 2p3/2 and Fe 2p3/2 intensitiies now for the 
different angles requested now yields:

Fe2p3/2/ Cu2p3/2

6.47569e-059.67096e-0510
6.55382e-059.60796e-0515
6.40239e-059.76668e-0520
6.70305e-059.67727e-0525
6.94172e-059.65751e-0530
7.57348e-058.52360e-0535

6.21533e-059.33935e-055

8.11802e-058.31061e-0540
8.50740e-057.65899e-0545

8.63412e-057.47551e-0550
8.98120e-056.67060e-0555
9.75318e-055.52105e-0560
1.04910e-044.73596e-0565
1.11802e-043.77737e-0570
1.18007e-042.84874e-0575
1.18011e-042.05254e-0580
1.06205e-041.06009e-0585

Fe 2p3/2Cu 2p3/2Electron 
emission 
angle (w.r.t. 
normal)

0.665499

0.669602

0.682124

0.655534

0.692659

0.71879

0.888531

0.976826

1.110773

1.154987

1.346386

1.766544

2.215179

2.959784

4.142428

5.74951

1.00E+01
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Fe2p3/2/Cu2p3/2

Elastic scattering 
effects, as discussed 
in lecture

Marked enhancement
of Fe relative intensity for 
more grazing angles of 
emission

More what’s expected 
from the simple 
model of prob. 4.3



(c) The expected angular variation of Fe 2p3/2 is from the answer for 
proble 4.3 according to:

But with θ defined as the complement in the SESSA program.  So 
this part of the problem involves calculating this function with z0 = 
10 Å, and Λe = 13 Å = an average no. from the “Parameters” list in 
SESSA for the Fe 2;3/2 peak, which gives:

which has limits of 0.300 for θ = 5o (where the simple model is 
expected to be better) and 1.11 for θ = 85o or a factor of 3.7 
enhancement at more grazing emission angles.  However, the actual 
change over this range from SESSA is only about 1.7, so the effects 
of elastic scattering are important, particularly over the circled 
region of the red curve.   You could go further and normalize 
experiment to simple theory at θ = 5o and the plot them together, to 
see where they begin to diverge.

Running SESSA in a “straight-line” trajectory mode to should 
reduce the effects of elastic scattering in taking intensity away from 
a given initial emission direction, and leads to:

θ = 85o                   θ = 5o                 85/5 ratio
Fe 2p3/2         1.57476e-04       5.89509e-05         2.67 

(1.7 from full SESSA, 3.7 from simple model) 
Cu 2p3/2         1.08118e-05      1.34945e-04         0.089 

(0.113 from full SESSA).
So two calculations for Fe close up a little this way, but deviations 
from simple model still persist.    

[ ]13cosθ 101 exp( ) 1 1 1.3cosθ exp( 0.769 / cosθ ) 1
10 13cosθ

⎡ ⎤+ − − = + − −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦



[5.10]
(a)  Mn2+ is in an octahedral environment of O2- ions in the NaCl crystal 
structure, and we can just go to the CTM4XAS manual posted at the 
website to get the relevant parameters.  We’ll add a crystal field 
splitting of 1.0 eV beyond the sample calculations done in our manual, 
so that the input formats for XAS looks like:
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With a final result like that in our manual, where the effects of crystal field 
splitting were also investigated:
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For XPS, the inputs look like:



And the XPS output looks like:

0.4 Lorentzian
0.4 Gaussian:
Best fit to expt.

0.2 Lorentzian
0.2 Gaussian

With trial-and-error selection of spectral broadening, excellent agreement 
with experiment!



(b) Everything in this calculation is done in the Sudden Approximation 
limit, and with the assumption that the matrix elements for 2p excitation 
do not change significantly with photon energy.  So you don’t need to 
know it to do the calculation.  In real life, different transitions could have 
different angular dependences in a single crystal for example.

(c) Can try just some extreme values around those of the optimum
calculated before:

Δ = 4 and 9 with 6.5 eV midway between them
Udd = 4 and 8 with 6 midway
Udp = 5.2 and 9.2 with 7.2 midway

Δ=4.0
6.5

9.0

4.0 6.5
9.0

Increasing Δ with all other param. fixed decreases the unscreened 
satellite peak intensity, as seen also by Bocquet and Fujimori (see 
next page)



From Bocquet and Fujimori



6 eV

Udd = 4 eV

8 eV

This variation 
didn’t work:
The program is 
obstinate in not 
letting one change 
Udd, so I’m sorry 
about asking for 
this!!!  Next time 
the program or the 
problem statement 
will be fixed.

Udd = 4 eV:
Expert Option



Upd = Q = 9.2
2p core-hole/
3d interaction

7.2

5.2

This variation works:
As in Bocquet and 
Fujimori,
Increasing Upd increases 
satellite intensity.  
Spectrum shifts to 
higher binding energy 
also, as core hole drags 
states down.



[5.10] 

(d) Two calculations run with the new version of CTM4XAS5, 

one with charge transfer and one without, first by parameter 

trick of setting  to a very large number of 30, the core-hole 

attractive energy to a very small number of 0.1, and the dd 

repulsion to a very large number. 

 With charge transfer: 

 
 Without charge transfer using parameter trick-red curve 

 



Effect is rather small in XAS, as the excited electron acts to 

screen the core hole, and the atom is in some sense left 

“neutral”.  Slight reduction in energy of two edges with charge 

transfer. 

 Without charge transfer done simply by unclicking the 

charge transfer option: 

 
Gives very nearly the same result, as expected. 




